
AUGUST 11-15, 2021
HIKING THE MOVIE TRAIL: FROM “CITY SLICKERS” TO HOME ON THE RANGE

WELCOME LETTER

 
Howdy, 

Welcome to our class!  We look forward to meeting you and spending time hiking 
around Ghost Ranch.  You’ll get to experience areas that few others see on our 20,000 
acres. 

Most of our hiking will be in the cool of the morning with some scheduled events in the 
afternoon and evening.  There will be flexibility and options.  The ranch itself has some 
speakers and other events happening in the afternoons.  On Thursday night there will 
be a screening of “City Slickers” for all ranch seminar participants.  On Saturday evening 
there will be a final celebration with fun for all.   

Our days of hiking will include packing lunches some days and driving short distances 
to nearby ranch locales.  We are at 6500 feet elevation with an intense sun.  August 
is hot here.  The walking is generally fairly easy on trails and roads, but there will be 
ups and downs.  It will help if you come in good condition. Drinking a lot of water and 
arriving early will help with acclimation to the altitude. Our main hikes won’t be more 
than 5-6 miles round trip. We want to make sure everybody is comfortable so we’ll try to 
meet your needs. There will be some old Ghost Ranch and “City Slickers” stories and we 
know, some laughs. We’ll give some information on geology, plant life, and bird life as 
we hike.  

Enclosed is a list of what you’ll need to bring.  If you have any health issues or concerns, 
let us know. 

Adios, we’ll see you soon.  If you have questions about the class, feel free to call Willie at 505-685-
4352. 

Take care, 

Willie and Ann
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Participants Items to Bring for Hiking Class

• Two 1 quart drinking bottlers
• Hat
• Sunglasses
• Sunscreen
• Flashlight
• Warm clothes for cool evenings
• Extra hiking socks
• Rain gear
• Day pack
• Sturdy footwear
• Bandana (optional)
• Hiking poles (optional)
• Nature books (optional)
• Binoculars (optional)
• Thoughts or readings to share
• Sense of humor
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